
Old Republic Contractors Insurance Group is Pleased to Announce a    
New Training Initiative with CLMI Safety Training 
 

Old Republic Contractors Insurance Group (ORCIG) understands that scheduling training in the midst of the busy construction 
season can be a challenging process. To assist in developing and delivering your internal training, we have arranged with CLMI to 
ensure that our clients have access to quality safety training videos. CLMI has been providing OSHA content training for over 30 
years.  

You’ll receive FREE access to over 250 Safety and HR titles in the CLMI ClixStream™ Library. The library stays up-to-date by 
adding new programs related to the latest OSHA topics and best practices. You’ll be able to provide high-impact training, even if 
your employees work at multiple locations, on different shifts, or have busy schedules.  

As an ORCIG client, we would like to introduce you to this service by providing you with five pre-paid coupons per policy period. If 
you like what you see, you will have the ability to purchase additional video streams directly from the ORCIG/ClixStream™ training 

portal for the low cost of $9.94 each.  

 

 

What you’ll get with ClixStream™ 

 Unlimited full length video previews 

 Each program can be viewed multiple times in a 24-hour timespan  

 The ability to stream from multiple devices 

 Downloadable quizzes for classroom training 

 Titles in both English and Spanish 

 Easy access at your fingertips 

 
 
Courses Work EVERYWHERE – The courses work on all smartphones, tablets, Windows and Mac 
Computers and with all browsers. Your users will be able to start on their iPhone…continue on their 
Android tablet…and finish on their desktop computer. All courses work the same way on every device. 

   

This material is intended to be a broad overview of the subject matter and is provided for informational purposes only. Old Republic Contractors Insurance Group, Inc. does not endorse or 
recommend any products or services nor does it make any representation or warranty regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information. Old Republic Contractors Insurance 
Group, Inc. shall have no liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss, action or inaction alleged to be caused directly or indirectly as a result of the information 
contained herein. 

Works on ALL Browsers! 
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Preview  the videos to make sure which programs will match your training needs.   
Select “Click to Train” once you are ready to train. Remember, once you have started 
the video, you have two minutes of running time until the stream is considered  
consumed, which will use one of your allotted streams. You then have 24 hours to 
view the video as many times as you desire, and you can switch between languages 
as needed during the 24 hour period. 

Follow these easy steps to Access the ClixStream™ Set up your account. 
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Create an account at the top right side of the ClixStream portal and enter the Code 
where required. After you create a user account, you will see the number of video 
streams you have been allocated. 

 1 
Contact your ORCIG Safety Specialist to receive a Coupon Code for your five FREE 
Streaming Videos.  
Visit https://www.clmi-training.com/oldrepublic to access the ORCIG/ClixStream portal.  

Contact your ORCIG Safety Specialist with any Questions. 


